
Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1
A data collected on numerically measurable characteristic is known 

as________

Qualitative data Descriptive data Quantitative data Simple Data

2
Which of the following are not particulars of a useful table? Title Caption, Stub, Footnote Frequency density Source

3
When the investigator collects the data by himself, that data is called 

as______

Primary Secondary Information  title

4
 A characteristic which is not measured numerically is called________. Attribute Quantitative Data Primary Data Descriptive data

5

When frequencies are plotted against the mid points of the class intervals 

and points are

joined by line segments then the graph plotted is called as______

Frequency Polygon Frequency curve Histogram Simple Bar Diagram

6
Periodicals or magazines are a source of_____data. Secondary Primary Vital Information

7

When two or more characteristics are to be represented simultaneously 

________ bar diagram is used.

Sub-divided Simple Multiple  Percentage

8
When the data is classified with reference to time it is 

called______classification.

Quantitative Geographical Chronological Logical

9
________is used to present data involving one variable. Multiple bar diagram Pie  diagram  Simple bar diagram  Sub-divided diagram

10
Statistical methods can be applied to only_____  data. Qualitative Discrete Quantitative Continuous

11
The difference between lower and upper limit of a class is called______. Class mark Length of class interval Class limit Mid point of the class

12 We can obtain mode graphically by plotting a_______. Less than type ogive  Frequency curve Frequency polygon Histogram

13
The average that is affected by sampling fluctuations is________. Mean Median Mode Curve

14
The middle most observation that divides the entire distribution into two 

equal parts is known

as________.

Median Mean Mode Curve

15

The construction of cumulative frequency table is useful in determining 

the________.

Mode Mean Median Average

16
Mode is the_______  Least frequent value Middle most value Most frequent value Less frequent value

17
Median can be located graphically with the help of________. Histogram Ogives Frequency polygon Frequency curve
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18
If all observations are not equally important then we should 

find_____mean.

Weighted arithmetic Arithmetic Combined Arithmetic curve

19
The requirements of a good measure of dispersion should be_______. Rigidly defined Based on all observations Middle most value both a and b

20 Mean deviation is_______ when calculated from median. Maximum Least Zero Two

21
________measures give actual extent of scatter of the data. Relative Absolute Coefficient Concurrent

22
________is an absolute measure of dispersion. Coefficient of variation Range Coefficient of quartile deviationquartile deviation

23
If Coefficient of variation is more then data is said to 

be______consistent.

More Most Less zero

24

Which of the following statement is false? Variance is rigidly defined Quartile deviation depends on extreme observationsRange is used to measure variation in stock pricesStandard deviation is 

capable of further 

algebraic treatment

25

_________considers middle 50% of the observations. Quartile deviation Standard deviation Range Mean deviation

26
The sum of the absolute deviations of observations from the________ is 

minimum.

Mean Median Mode Range

27
_________is a measure of the asymmetry of the probability distribution 

of a random variable.

Kurtosis Standard deviation Skewness Quartile deviation

28
Which of the following is a relative measure of dispersion? Correlation coefficient Rank coorelation coefficientCoeficient of Range Mean deviation

29
Correlation Coefficien equal to zero implies________. Strong positive relation 

between two variables 

concerned

Weak positive relation 

between two variables 

concerned

No linear relation between two 

variables concerned

 linear relation between 

two variables concerned

30
The correlation is positive if _____. x increases as y increases x decreases as y decreases x decreases as y increases x increases as y decreases

31 The limits for correlation coefficient are______. -1≤ r ≤ 1 0≤ r ≤ 1 -1 ≤ r ≤ 0 1≤ r ≤ 2

32 A scatter diagram___________. is a statistical test must be curvilinear must be linear is a graph of x and y value

33
When the regression equation of price on demand is used, price is 

the__________ variable.

Independent Dependent Discrete Constant

34
When the regression equation of weight on height is used, weight is 

the__________ variable.

Independent Dependent Discrete Constant

35 ________is the regression coefficient of y on x. byx bxy σxy σyx

36 The two regression lines intersect each other at a point_________. (0,   0 ) ( x̅,   y̅ ) ( 0,   y̅ ) ( x̅,   0 )

37
If the two regression coefficient are positive then the value of correlation 

coefficient must be _________.

Negative Zero Positive Constant

38 The regression equation of y on x is ________. x- x̅= bxy ( y - y̅ )  y - y̅ = byx (x- x̅  ) byx . Bxy bxy^2 

39 Variations that cannot be predicted are called_________. Irregular variations Cyclic Variations Secular Trend Seasonal Variation

40 _______Variations occur due to weather or customs. Irregular Cyclic Secular Seasonal 

41
A ________ is a sequence of values of a phenomenon arranged in order 

of their occurance.

Time series Index  number Regression Correlation

42 The trend component of a time series can be________. Constant Increasing Decreasing (A) or (B) or ( C )

43
When the index number is calculated for more than one commodity, it is 

called__________ .

Composite Index Value Index Simple Index Quantity Index

44 The index number for base period is ___taken as 100. Always Sometimes Never Alternately



45 _____play a very important part in the construction of index numbers. Classes Weights Estimations Values

46
Index numbers show ______ changes rather than absolute amounts of 

change.

Relative Percentage Inclinining Declining

47 P01 is the index for time_____. 1 on 0 0 on 1 1 on 1 0 on 0

48
Family Budget Method is used to calculate the following Index Numbers. Cost of Living Index 

number

Weighted Average of Price 

Relatives

Wholesale Price Index 

numbers

Price Relatives Index 

Numbers

49

If the fair coin is tossed, which of the following statement is false? Head and Tail are 

mutually exclusive 

outcomes

Head and Tail are equally 

likely outcomes

Head and Tail are dependent 

outcomes

Head and Tail are 

exhaustive outcomes

50

If the occurrence of an event A doesnot depend on the occurrence or non-

occurrence of another event B, then A and B are said to be______ 

events.

Exhaustive Mutually exclusive Dependent Independent

51
For a statistical experiment every possible outcome is called_________. Sample Sample point Space Object

52 A set of all possible outcomes of an experiment is called______. Sample Space Event Space Object

53 Which one of the following holds true? 0≤ P(A) ≤ 1 1≤ P(A)≤ 0 -1 ≤ P(A) ≤ 0 -1≤ P(A) ≤ 1

54 P(A) = ___________.  1 + P( ̅A) 1- P(A) 1 - P( ̅A) P( ̅A)

55
For any probability mass function, sum of all the probabilities is equal 

to_______.

1 -1 0 0.5

56

A variab;e X capable of taking discrete values x1, x2,….. Xn with 

respective probabilities p1, p2, …..pn is called as _________ random 

variable.

Discrete Continuous Fixed Random

57 The optimistic Decision maker will use the principle of __________. Maximin Minimax Maximax Laplace

58 The pessimistic decision maker will use the principle of ____________. Maximin Minimax EOL Laplace

59 A type of decision making environment is _________. Certainty Uncertainty Risk All of the these

60 Which of the following is not used in decision making uncertainty? EMV Minimax Maximax Laplace

1  Which of the following are not particulars of a useful table?

   a) Title                                          b) Caption, Stub, Foot note

   c)  Frequencey density              d) Source

2 When frequencies are plotted against the mid points of the class intervals and points are joined by    line segments then the graph plotted is called as _______.

  a) Frequency Polygon                 b) Frequency curve 

  c) Histogram                                 d) Simple Bar Diagram

3 When two or more characteristics are to be represented simultaneously, ______ bar diagram is used.

  a) Sub-divided                             b) Simple

  c) Multiple                                   d) Percentage

4  When the data is classified with reference to time it is called _______   classification.

  a) Quantitative                            b) Geographical

  C) Chronological                          d) None of these



5  ______ is used to present data involving one variable.

   a) Multiple bar diagram            b) Pie diagram 

   c) Simple bar diagram               d) Sub-divided diagram

6  Statistical methods can be applied to only _____ data.

   a) Qualitative                               b) Discrete

   c) Quantitative                             d) Continuous

7 The difference between lower and upper limit of a class is called ______.

   a) Class mark                               b) Length of a class interval

   c) Class limit                                d)  Mid point of the class

8  We can obtain mode graphically by plotting a ______  .

    a) Less than type ogive               b) Frequency curve 

    c) Frequency polygon                  d) Histogram

9  Median can be located graphically with the help of _______ .

    a) Histogram                                  b) Ogives

    c) Frequency polygon                   d) Frequency curve


